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ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND DRUG HABIT CURES

ALCOLA
Most newspaper readers are familiar with an advertisement that on its face, seems to originate with a Mrs. Margaret Anderson, Hillburn, New York. The reader is told to "write to this woman if you want to stop a man from drink.
I hose who read advertisements rather carefully, but who are not familiar with the tricks of the trade, may be surprised at the numerous addresses from which Mrs. Anderson" advertises. From a few advertisements of this concern in T he J o u r n a l files "Mrs. Anderson" seems to live at no fewer than twelve different addresses in Hillburn, New York. The scheme is a common one of mail-order quacks; "keying" the advertisements to determine which newspaper or magazine brings in the largest advertising returns. But it is not Mrs. Anderson who desires this information, for this woman of Hillburn ¿ orl5-but the stool-pigeon for the Physicians Cooperative Association! 1UU6 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, which sells a "cure" for drunkenness that it calls Alcola. We understand that the men behind the Physicians Cooperative Association are Edward F. Stace, M.D., and Joseph C. Flowers, M.D. These men are also said to be the chief officers of a concern that operates a "correspondence school of salesmanship.
T H E ST O O L -PIG E O N
According to the older advertisements, Mrs. Anderson cured her husband of drunkenness. More recently, she is credited with having "cured her hus band, her brother, many of her neighbors and hundreds of friends." She did this-also according to the advertisements-by means of a "simple inexpensive home remedy." Should you wish to stop a friend or relative from drinking, "she will gladly tell you just what it is." And "the remedy is perfectly safe and easy to use and the drinker's knowledge or consent is not necessary."
Mrs. Anderson does not want your money; not at all! "So there is no reason why you should not write her at once." Should you write, you will receive a printed letter, skilfully designed to imitate a hand-written'communi cation, in which she describes how she learned of the wonderful Alcola, which is sold only by the Physicians Cooperative Association. Chicago. She has written to the Chicago concern, says the letter, asking them "to send you a trial treatment." Sure enough, a letter comes from the Physicians Cooperative Association stating that the company had learned from Mrs. Anderson "that you wish to stop drinking," hence they are sending a "trial treatment."
The trial treatment consists of nine tablets. Three of them, the No. 1 tablets, are pale yellow in color; three others, the No. 2 tablets, are about the same size as the yellow tablets but are of a light chocolate color; the remaining three, the No. 3 tablets, are pinkish-gray. The instructions are to give tablets Nos. 1 and 2 alternately, one tablet three times a day at meal times, tablet No. 3 is to be given when the patient has been "drinking to a noticeable degree." Should the trial treatment not convince the prosper:: ; • ;::im that it was worth while to send the $5 that is-at first-asked fcr -J-.e "complete treat ment," he is bombarded with the usual series of '.ev.ers. Like every mail-order medical fake, the price asked for Alcila ¿ecreises c; time goes by. As a final resort, the company sends what p u rr.r:; : : le a personal letter from its "medical director," Dr. Edward F. Stace. arc : : : person written to to send for the treatment at the specially reduced price. Should $5-or less-be sent for the complete treatment, the purchaser receives a small card-
WRITE TO THIS WOMAN
If You Want to Stop a Man From Drink
She cured her husband, her brother and several of her neighbors, and now she generously offers to tell you of the simple, Inexpensive remedy th at she so successful! v "used.. The remedy can be given to the patient unnoticed, so there is no publicity of your private affairs. She :> a: xious to help others, so » earnestly advice every one of our readers who has a dear one who drinks to drop her a line to-day. There is no rea son why you should not write her a t once. Of course she expect* that you are yoarseif person ally interested in curing one who drink*, a-» s : writing out of tr.ere curiosity. Send your letter i» m uM b iw to her home. Simply wx-i fell address plainly in the coupoc and vend :t : 5 her.
A i '
MBS. MARGARET A X D E Z 5i 5 813 H ome A r t . H r j i t r x j . 5 T Please tell me about the remedy you used to core your husband, aa I ta perscttally interested ia one who drinks.
I n answ ering ad v ta p lea se a x p t i o o H cm a x L i r a
A typical A lcola a d v e rtis e m e n t N otice tit a: r.c refe re n c e is m ade to th e concern which sells Alcola, n e ith e r is there a n y m ention of th e p rep aratio n itself.
board box in which are three small :::xes labeled, respectively, No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3. These small boxes contain tablets identical in color, size and general appearance with those sent as a trial treatment. The instructions for using these tablets are the same as those which came with the "trial treatment."
The tablets were analyzed in the American Medical Association's labora tory with the following results:
LA BORATO RY REPOR T Box No. 1.-This package contained 62 pale yellow tablets, the average weight of each of which was nearly 6 grains. The examination indicated the presence of the following drugs in the quantities given:
Caffein (an h y d ro u s Photo g rap h ic reproduction (red u ced ) o f p a rt o f the le tte r received by those who w rite to M rs. M arg aret A n d erso n . I t is ra th e r sk h fu h y p rin ted to im itate handw riting, an d comes on a tin te d note paper, such as is u sed i:. social correspondence. I t is in th is le tte r that M rs. A nderson te lls h er correspondthat she is asking th e Physicians Cooperative A ssocia tion to send them a " trial tre a tm e n t" of A ie da. I h e r e b y c e r t i f y t h a t I h a r e : . L u t * . : .1 t h e u bove p r e p a r a t io n t o a c a r e f u l and e x h a u s t iTe a l e x a m in a tio n and a n a l y s i s and h a v e f a i l e d t o f in d a n y t h i n ; t h e r e i n t h a t can p ro v e i n j u r i o u s o r h a rm fu l »her. t n ie n : r in m i s t e r e d i n a c co rd a n co v/lth th e d i r e c t i o n s g iv e r.. F u r t h e r , h a v in g r e g a r d t c i t s e e r p o c i t i c r . , : an o f th e , o p in io n t h a t "ALCOIA" w i l l he f e u -: : s l -s h l e and e f f e c t i v e rem edy f o r t h e p u rp o se i.-.*.*.-:e:.
: e s o e e l t s t i atpstt.
----: -------------~ -!--
T h e " analytical re p o rt" on Alcola by D r. J . C. M isia re n h a s, P h .D ., F .C .S ., K .S .B ., etc., looks im posing. I t is n o t w orth th e p ap er it is prir.-.t-i M ascarenhas is connected w ith a fake organization-from which he d eriv es cr.e of his " title s " a n d he fu rn ish e s " analytical re p o rts" fo r other " p a te n t m edicines."
Each tablet contains an average o: abcut A grain (0.46) of tartar emetic. The analyses indicate that the composition of Alcola as sold in this country is essentially the same as that of the product sold in Great Britain, a specimen of which was recently examined by the chemists of the British Medical Asso ciation (Brit. Med. Jour., Jan. 20, 1912) .
From this it will be-seen that the tablets Nos. 1 and 2 contain strychnin, while tablet No. 3 contains tartar emetic. Each No. 3 tablet contains as much tartar emetic as constitutes an "average dose" according to the Pharmacopeia. This dangerous poison is thus sent out without warning and in a letter, which the purchaser receives soon after the "treatment" comes, the statement is made with reference to these tablets: "Don't be afraid to use them; if one does not produce vomiting, you can in this case [when the victim is under the influence of liquor] use as many as three or four at one time." Thus the victim of alcohol, whose heart action is probably impaired, whose kidneys may be affected and whose stomach and intestines are in a more or less irritable condition, is to be given four times the average dose of a poison which is a heart depressant, which is a distinct irritant to the kidneys and to the gastro intestinal tract and which has been known to cause death in an adult from the very dosage recommended by the exploiters of Alcola.
A WORTHLESS ANALYSIS
Probably to offset the damaging disclosures of the chemists of the British Medical Association and in the hope of discounting any reports that may be made by American chemists, the Physicians Cooperative Association is now sending out, with its other advertising material, what purports to be an "analytical report on Alcola." The "analysis" is alleged to have been made by one "Dr. J. C. Mascarenhas, Pli.D., F.C.S., K.S.B., etc." The gentleman who has thus dipped into the alphabetical "grab-bag" and withdrawn as many letters as he can conveniently tack onto a name already sufficiently compli cated. apprises the public of the fact that he is an "analyst and consulting chemist and medico-chemical expert" also a "specialist in foods, drugs and medicinal preparations" as well as an "examiner and technical adviser." Dr. J. C. Mascarenhas, Ph.D., F.C.S., K.S.B., etc., certifies that he has examined Alcola and has "failed to find anything therein that can prove injurious or harmful when taken or administered in accordance with the directions given." Mr. Mascarenhas is further of the opinion that "Alcola will be found to be a valuable and effective remedy for the purpose intended." Assuming that the "purpose" which Alcola serves is that of making money for its exploiters at the expense of those who are anxious to cure alcoholism in themselves or others, we might admit that Mascarenhas' opinion is a correct one.
By referring to our files, we find that Dr. J. C. Mascarenhas is a member -in fact, the "librarian," indeed-of a ridiculous organization, the "Society of Science, Letters and Art of London" so that, in addition to his other titular appendages, he may place the letters "F.S.Sc." after his name, indicating that he is a "fellow" of the Society of Science. Letters and Art. These ' fellow ships" come at one guinea ($5) each, cash strictly in advance! " g u a r a n t e e d u n d e r t h e p u r e fo o d l a w "
In the advertising matter which the Physicians Cooperative Association sends out, the following falsehood is printed: " Alcola complies in every w ay w ith th is law [th e federal Food and D ru g s A ct] a n d the governm ent h as th e re fo re issued to us 'G uarantee Serial No. 3200.' " With the haziness that exists in the minds of many people "regarding the scope of the national pure food law. it is worth while calling attention to the fact that the government does n :t issue any "guarantees." It does give to any person who asks for it, a "serial number" under which that person may "guarantee" his product. All that this means, is that should the preparation be found to be adulterated or misbranded under the law, the government will hold, as responsible, the person to whom the serial number was issued, and not the individual retailer who may act as an agent for the real seller.
RE-VES-TO
Nor is Alcola the only product sold by the Physicians Cooperative Asso ciation. With the Alcola advertising matter is a circular detailing the mar-velous properties of Re-Ves-To, which "quickly cures rheumatism, kidney dis ease, liver and bladder troubles." A one-dollar package of this wonderful remedy will be sent free "if you will send us only twenty-five cents to pay postage and packing expenses." That you may be able to tell whether you have some disease of the liver, kidneys or bladder, the following symptoms are given, among others, as "positive evidence" of the fact:
" Cold an d sweaty fe e t." " D isinclination to w ork." " E x trem e fondness fo r sw eets." " B ad sm elling b re a th ." " B eing nervous, fre tfu l, gloom y o r d espondent."
These are a few of the "positive evidences" of disease of the kidneys, liver and bladder! If Edward F. Stace could make everybody believe that the symptoms just described indicate serious disease and, further, if he could make them believe that Re-Ves-To would cure such diseased states, there is little doubt that Re-Ves-To would be in every home. Fortunately, the number of persons who are willing to take Dr. Stace's word in matters of this sort is limited.
Photographic reproduction o f th e letterh ead of th e A leóla concern.
S U M M A R Y To sum up: The Physicians Cooperative Association obtains victims by making false and misleading claims; Alee'.a will : :: cure drunkenness, whether administered with or without the patient's kr:v,ledge.
Not only is there danger in the public taking repeated doses of pills con taining such powerful drugs as tartar emetic and strychnin-especially when lulled into a false sense of security by the claim that they are perfectly harm less-but a cruel and inhuman deceit is practiced on the unfortunate wives or children who purchase Alcola in the belief that with it they can cure secretly the husbands or fathers who are the victims ■:: alcoholism. From the very nature of the case no publicity will ' e risked and the money that is sent in will never be demanded even though the purchasers are convinced that the product is worthless. And it is on this e'entent of secrecy that the company plays:
Some "patent medicines" are more vicious than others. Next to the vampires who sell narcotic mixtures under the specious claim that they will cure drug habits, the most heartless are the exploiters of secret cures for drunkenness, - (From The Journal A. M. A., May 4, 1912.) 
DR. J. W . COBLENTZ A ND COM POUND OXYGEN
Dr. J. W. Coblentz, of Ft. Wayne, Ind., has for years operated a mail order drug habit "cure." In the early nineties Coblentz-who admits that he has been addicted to the alcohol and morphin habits-advertised extensively to cure persons addicted to the morphin habit. Of late years he has not adver tised, but has relied on circular letters for what business he could get.
When the government commenced investigating the Compound Oxygen Asso ciation, one of the post-office inspectors wrote, under an assumed name, repre senting himself as a man fifty years old who had been addicted to the morphin habit for about six years, and who was using about 15 grains daily. Coblentz replied that he could be cured in four treatments, and that the cost of treat ment would be $11. Advertising leaflets were also sent to this inspector in which it was stated that Coblentz' treatment was a "permanent and positive cure for the morphin habit." By implication the patient was led to believe that the "treatment" contained no morphin.
The inspector sent $11 to Dr. Coblentz and received seven packages of medicines, which were analyzed by chemists in the Department of Agriculture.
No. No. 7.-"For the Bowels;" sugar-coated, laxative tablets containing aloes, cascara, ginger and licorice.
A photographic reproduction (red u ced ) o f a p aragraph in one o f C oblentz' pam phlets. W hat can be thought o f a m an who u rg e s th e victim s o f th e m orphin habit " n e v er to touch th e deadly d ru g ,'' w hile a t th e sam e tim e he is supp ly in g ' treatm en ts" which a re loaded w ith m orphin?
It was shown at the trial that the twenty-four-hour dose of the "treatment" sent by Dr. Coblentz to the person who was supposed ro be using 15 grains of morphin daily, contained 20 grains of morphin ! The post-office inspector testified that he had interviewed Dr. Coblentz, and that Coblentz had told him that he was "treating" about twenty-five patients for the morphin habit, and that these patients had been under "treat ment" for from five to twenty years ! Coblentz also admitted that the medicine which he sold to patients for the cure of the morphin habit contained morphin in about the same amount as the patient was accustomed to using, and that this quantity was continued throughout. Coblentz is said further to have T h e w a v to c o n q u e r th e h a b it is to b e d e te rm in e d . R e so lv e th a c o m e life o r d e a th , n e v e r t o to u c h th e d e a d ly d ru g . D o n o t In d u lg e ! h a lf r e s o lv e s T h e e n e m y o f a ll good o n ly s e e h s t h i s o p p o rtu n ity i te m p t you.
admitted that he had never really cured the appetite of anyone addicted to the morphin habit, but that the patients reached the point where he called them cured, but they had to keep up the use of the medicines. Correspondence was submitted at the trial which showed that one of Coblentz' patients had been taking the "cure" for fifteen years and was still taking it! THE COBLENTZ 
C O M M O N S E N S E M E T H O D
D R U G H A B IT
In putting this pamphlet before-the public I wish to make my statements as plain and emphatic as possible. M y readers will understand my motive for this when they learn that for twenty years I was a victim of this accursed habit and know that nothing but a common sense talk will appeal to you. 
Administered It To Releive Pain
Photographic reproduction (red u ced ) of the first page of one of Coblentz' pam phlets. " The Coblentz Common Sense M ethod o f C u rin g the M orphin . . . H a b it" consisted in sub s titu tin g a m orphin m ixtu re fo r th e sim ple d ru g , th u s creating a p e rm a n e n t custom er fo r the " tre a tm e n t!"
This, in brief, describes the government's case against Coblentz and his "drug cure." The Acting Assistant Attorney-General to the Postmaster-Gen eral, after considering all the evidence in the case, reported as follows:
"The respondent is engaged in mailing letters and printed circulars to morphin habitues, and is soliciting and obtaining money from such persons by promising to cure them of that habit-that is to say, of the taste, desire and appetite for morphin, whereas, in truth, he does not intend to cure or try to cure such habit, but instead intends to furnish patients with a preparation containing substantially the same amount of morphin as they are accustomed to take, his purpose being to deceive such persons and to profit by their appetite for morphin and to get money out of them under false and fraudulent pretenses of furnishing them a cure for the habit, when he is simply furnish ing the drug itself and not a cure.
"On full consideration of the case, I find that Dr. J. W. Coblentz, under his own name and under the name of the Compound Oxygen Association, Fort Wayne, Ind., is engaged in carrying on a scheme for obtaining money through the mails by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises. I recommend, therefore, that a fraud order be issued against him and said Association."
The order was issued.
- (From The Journal A. M. A., Dec. 10, 1910.) 
"H A IN E S' GOLDEN T R E A TM E N T "
"Dr. Haines' Golden Treatment" is sold and advertised by the Golden Specific Company of Cincinnati, Ohio. Before lying on the trade package carried with it a risk of prosecution, the "Golden Treatment" was sold as "Golden Specific." The preparation is one of the numerous "cures" for the liquor habit which are If t a k e n w ith f u l l k n o w l e d g e a n d c o n s e n t o f p a t i e n t : -O n e P o w d e r d is s o l v e d in h a l f t e a c u p o f h o t w a t e r , t h r e e t im e s a d a y , b e fo re m e a ls . F u ller directions a n d su g g estio n s acco m p a n y th e fu ll treatm ent.
FREE SAMPLE G O LD E N T R E A T M E N T T H E L IQ U O R . H A B I T ✓ " lO L D E N T R E A T M E N T is a b so lu te ly n on-injurious to th e ' "" m o st d elica te s y s te m . It h a s no ta ste or odor. T h is is b u t a trial trea tm en t to s h o
Photograph ic rep ro d u ctio n 'red u c e d ) of the label on a sample package of " H aines' Golden T rea tm e n t fo r the L iq u o r H ab it." N ote th e statem en t th a t the p ro duct " has no taste or odor" ; then com pare w ith the L ab o rato ry R e to rt. supposed to be given secretly, curing the alcoholic in spite of himself. Here are some of the claims that have been made: " G olden T re a tm e n t is O dorless and T asteless-A ny L ady Can G ive it S e c re tly a t home in T ea, Coffee, o r F o o d ."
" G olden R em edy, th e G reat H om e T re a tm e n t F o r D ru n k a rd s." " L e t no w om an desp air. T h e su re quick p erm an en t cu re fo r d ru n k a rd s has been found. I t is G olden R em edy. I t has no odor. I t has no taste. J u s t a little is p u t in th e d ru n k a rd 's cup of coffee o r te a o r in his food. H e w ill n e v e r n o tice it, he w ill be c u re d b efo re he realizes it, a n d he w ill n e v er know why he ab andoned th e taste fo r liq u o r. Any one with an elementary knowledge of the treatment of alcoholism knows how cruelly false such claims as these are. Not only is the statement that the stuff will cure the drunkard "without his knowledge" and "against his will" a falsehood, but it is also a cowardly falsehood in that it deceives those who in the very nature of the case will hesitate to raise any protest against the deception.
The Golden Specific Company advertises that it will send a "free trial pack age" to any one who will use it. Those who answer the advertisements are sent (1) a form letter so prepared as to simulate an individual communication, (2) a sample of the "Golden Treatment" and (3) a booklet entitled "The National Curse, Drunkenness." The letter, the directions on the sample treatment, and especially the booklet all emphasize the alleged ease with which drunkards can be cured without their knowledge and against their will. Says the letter: "We are sending you a trial package of Golden Treatment . . . to prove to you how easily and secretly it can be given . . . without the drunkard ever susSom e typical a d v ertisem e n ts o f " H a in es' G olden R em ed y " (red u c e d ) o f various dates.
pecting that he is being treated at all." And the booklet: "Many drunkards have been made temperate men who have taken Golden Treatment in their coffee without their knowledge, and today believe They Quit Drinking of Their Own Free Will." And elsewhere in the book: "There is no opportunity of the victim knowing that he is being treated, and therein lies its greatest power for good." On the envelope containing the sample treatment we read: "This is but a trial treatment to show how easily and secretly it may be given . . ." The direc tions accompanying the sample are very brief, but the recipient is told that "fuller directions and suggestions accompany the full treatment."
Those who send for the "full treatment" (price $3) receive a box containing forty powders. The directions accompanying the box are, as was promised on the "trial treatment," much fuller. Moreover there is a marked difference in the attitude of the company toward its victim after it once has received payment for its worthless treatment. The whole trend of the advertising (until the purchase is actually made and the money paid) is that of leading the prospective pur chaser to believe that the "treatment" is not only efficacious when given without the knowledge of the patient, but that this is an ideal way to administer it. The directions that accompany the $3 package of powders, however, express, or at least imply, doubt as to the probability of success unless the patient is anxious to be cured of his habit and takes the stuff knowingly. "If necessary to admin ister without the knowledge of the patient . . "-commence the directions after the victim has paid her money; and: "Whenever it is possible to induce the patient to take the treatment voluntarily with a full knowledge of its qualities and effects, it is always the better way ..." Further, the poor woman, who has purchased this "treatment" in the belief that she can reclaim her husband or brother or father, without his knowledge, is told that "after patient has been under treatment for two days, give sponge (or towel) baths of warm salt water every three days for at least two weeks" ! Finally, of course: "if one treatment does not succeed, get another quick."
iere is no opportunity of the victim knowing that he la?
and there!Q_Ues Its greatest power for goo<i:_ y '
--" F u rth e rm o re , t h e a r u n k a r d u su ally re s e n ts th e sugges-" tion th a t h e should ta k e a n y th in g fo r h is w eakness. B ut Golden Rgpicdy c an n o t be d efeated ' by m ere refu sal, fo r i t ^ lo s e s J ts e lf in h is coffee o r food and th u s o ften in s e c re t does i -good th a t otherw ise m ig h t n e v er h a v e b een do n e a t " st alarm. Never need he know how i t was that h e wasl 1 reclaimed, in fact, in many cases, the drinker has believed j Ithat he stopped drinking of his own free-will!. € o woman need have the least scruple about doing good itly. A drunkard, it must be borne in mind, is usually not >le to take care of himself as is a chlld._ Wot R eprodu ctio n s o f clippings from th e booklet se n t to prospective victim s by th e Golden Specific Com pany. N o te th e em phasis p u t o n th e alleged pow er o f th e " G olden R em edy" to c u re th e liq u o r h ab it w ith o u t th e know ledge o r cooperation o f th e patien t.
Although the worthlessness of this product is obvious it was believed that its composition would be of interest, and an analysis of the stuff was made in ► the Association's laboratory. The report follows:
LABORATORY REPORT t "Original packages of 'Dr. Haines' Golden Treatment for the Liquor Habit' (price, $3 each), prepared by the Golden Specific Co.. Cincinnati, O., were submitted to the Chemical Laboratory for examination. Each box contained 40 powders, the average weight of each powder being .75 gm. (11.5 grains). The material had a light brown color, a celery-like odor and a sharp taste. Under the microscope a few starch grains resembling those of ipecac were discerned; wheat starch was present in relatively large amounts. Qualitative tests demon strated the presence of capsicum, lactose, starch, a small amount of resin and a very small amount of alkaloid. The amount of alkaloid was so small that positive tests could not be obtained for the ipecac alkaloids. Emodin-bearing drugs were not present. The quantitative determinations were ash 1.47 per cent.; moisture (loss at 130°) 4.29 per cent.; lactose 47.5 per cent.; alkaloids 0.0003 per cent. From the analysis it appears that Dr. Haines' Golden Treatment is composed essentially of milk sugar, starch, capsicum and a minute amount of ipecac. "-(.From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 27, 1917.) 
T H E RICH IE M O R PH IN CURE
In his series of articles on "The Great American Fraud" which ran some years ago in Collier's, Mr. Samuel Hopkins Adams devoted one chapter to "The Scavengers." This appropriate title he applied to those who, under the guise of selling mail-order "cures" for the morphin habit, fostered the slavery of the drug habit for their own profit by substituting for the morphin addiction an addiction to their villainous mixtures of opiates. One of the concerns described by Mr. Adams in this chapter was the Richie Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., of which he said: "Surrounded by the best religious influences, in the Presbyterian Building at 156 Fifth Avenue, New York City, the Rev. W. N. Richie, D.D., holds forth. Here, in pious words, he invokes the aid of Heaven upon his transac tions. He has another address, 105 St. James Place, Brooklyn, where he does the work of Hell. By his catch-word, 'for the sake of humanity,' he has inveigled a number of well-meaning and otherwise intelligent gentlemen into supporting his scheme with their names. As high-minded a man as the late Rev. John^Hall was duped, and his picture is now used on the cover of one of the Richie circulars. Rev. Dr. Burrell, the late Rev. S. S. Baldwin, Rev. C. A. Stoddard, and the editors of the Independent, Christian Work and other religious journals appear as endorsers of the Richie 'cure.' The 'literature' gotten out by the reverend exploiter reeks of a smug pseudo piety. He recommends his nostrum as a 'Painless cure for all drug habits. Only cure endorsed by the secretaries of Foreign Mission Boards, Inter denominational Committee, etc.' He claims that it will cause 'actual destruc tion of the desire for narcotics.' On his letter-head appear conspicuously the words 'Supports better than the drug. No substitute.' Mark that 'No substitute.' This means that in the remedy no drug is substituted for the one used by the victim. It is a lie. The Rev. Dr. Richie knows it for a lie. So well does he know it that his employees dare not back it up in their correspondence. After procuring a sample of the output, I wrote, under an assumed name, saying that it produced the same effect as morphin, and asking if it contained any of that drug. Here is the reply: 'There would be no special advantage in our denying :r asserting the use of morphin or opium in the remedy.' 'No special use.'
; ! Their sample, on analysis, contains 2.12 grains of crystallized morphin per dose.
"I am invited to cure myself by taking this stuff four times a day. If I lived through the first dose, the second v. culd kill me, or any of my readers who is not a morphin fiend. The srdinary dose is one-eighth of a grain, heavy dose one-fourth of a grain. But the Richie Company supposes I can stand more, «o they endeavor to foist their concoction on me in place of my supposed addiction. How does this cc report with their 'No substitu tion' claim? This and other questions I put in writing to the Rev. Dr. Richie. He has not answered it. His silence is not surprising. It is the part of wisdom-or, at least, caution. I 'm net certain just how to place this reverend gentleman. It may be that he has :een fooled into believing in the 'Richie cure,' and that he is an exemplar of a type of asininity so baneful and deadly that its possessor ought, for the sake of the public, to be perma nently established in an asylum for the dangerously imbecile. But I think not. I think he cannot be ignorant of his traffic in ruined lives. This alternative implies flat criminality. Nor has the divinity doctor always eluded the clutch of the law. He has been convicted and fined for practicing medicine without a license."
The foregoing appeared in Collier's Sept. 22, 1906 . On Jan. 5, 1909 , June 5, 1909 , and March 15, 1910 , the Richie Company shipped from the state of New York into the District of Columbia three consignments of its "cure." Samples from the different consignments were analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry of the Department of Agriculture, and the federal chemists reported that the product consisted of a water-alcohol solution of morphin sulphate, glycerin, pepsin, salicylic acid and undetermined matter. The first shipment consisted of five bottles which contained morphin sulphate in amounts varying from 14.2 grains to the fluidounce to 9.2 grains to the fluidounce. The ten bottles in the second shipment contained this same drug in amounts varying from 12.35 grains to 7.21 grains to the fluidounce. The third shipment of ten bottles also contained morphin sulphate, varying in amounts from 15.85 to 8.22 grains to the fluidounce.
On March 14, 1911, more than two years after the first shipment was made, the United States Attorney for the Eastern District of New York, acting on the report of the Secretary of Agriculture, filed an information against William N. Richie and Grant N. Richie, who were copartners under the name "Richie Company." The product was declared misbranded because the bottles and packages did not bear a statement on the label of the quantity and proportion of morphin. On March 18, 1911, the two Richies entered a plea of "not guilty" and three months later filed a demurrer. The court overruled the demurrer and on April 2, 1913, William N. Richie and Grant N. Richie withdrew their former plea of "not guilty" and entered a plea of "guilty." The court suspended sentence!- [Notice of Judgment No. 2554; issued Oct. 31, 1913.] TESC U M A ND NICOTOL "Tescum" and "Nicotol" were two nostrums put out by the H. J. Brown Medicine Co. of Cleveland, Ohio.
"Tescum" was sold as an alleged cure for drunkenness and "Nicotol" as an alleged cure for the tobacco habit. They were both worthless humbugs. According to the Tescum advertisements: H. J. Brown was a drunkard who finally reached the place where he was drunk practically all the time; a former friend wrote to Brown's sister, whose home was in Germany, telling of his condition; the sister "consulted a famous chemist, who gave her a prescription, a secret formula," and told her that, if she could arrange to put it in Brown's coffee or tea, "it would destroy the appetite for alcohol in any form" ; the sister took the first steamer for New York, and immediately began to give him the remedy unknown to him; the remedy cured him! As has been said before, any drug which is sold under the claim that it may be given secretly to a victim of drunkenness and cure him of the habit is sold under cruelly lying claims. Its exploitation is a heartless and cowardly fraud.
Tescum was reported on by the Dairy and Food Division of the Board of Agriculture of Ohio some time ago which declared that it consisted chiefly of tartar emetic. This drug is an irritant poison and may profoundly depress the heart. To sell a mixture of this kind without warning as to its dangerous character is little less than criminal. "Nicotol" was described in the advertisements as a "Home Treatment Given Secretly that Destroys the Craving for Tobacco." Of course, a cure for the tobacco habit can no more be produced without the knowledge and cooperation of the patient than can a cure for the alcohol habit be produced under the same conditions. The advertisement continued:
" To break a m an o f th e tobacco habit, go to y o u r d ru g g ist an d g e t a package of N icotol pow ders. G ive him N icotol secretly in food o r d rin k as d irected, a n d in a sh o rt tim e tobacco becomes d ista ste fu l."
Then there was this sort of bosh served up to the public:
" T h o u san d s o f m en sufferin g fro m fa ta l diseases w ould be in pe rfe c t health today w e re it no t fo r th e deadly d ru g N ico tin e."
Several of the Nicotol advertisements featured a "Dr. Connor, formerly of Johns Hopkins Hospital" and quoted this hypothetical individual as having had remarkable success with the use of Nicotol. The advertising of this concern became so flagrant that the National Vigilance Committee of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World investigated the matter and in September, 1920 issued a special bulletin giving the results of their investigation. Accord ing to their report, the Nicotol "treatment" consists of two kinds of tablets, one called "Nicotol" and the other "Tokosan." The chemist who examined these tablets for the National Vigilance Committee reported that Nicotol Tablets "contained substantially nothing more than corn starch, calamus and prob ably some charcoal." And they added "our examination failed to disclose any markedly active medicinal substance." The Tokosan Tablets, according to the same authority, "contained corn starch and cinchona bark (quinin)," and these were the only constituents the chemists were a't'.e to identify. As for Dr. Connor, the Johns Hopkins Hospital had never heard of him and reported that he had never been carried on their rolls either at the hospital or medical school. -(From "Nostrums and Quackery," 1921 .
VARLEX 'COMPOUND
"Varlex Compound," put on the market by the Varlex Manufacturing Com pany, Kansas City, Mo., is sold under the claim that it can be given secretly to "cure" the liquor and tobacco habits. There is r.o preparation that can be given secretly to cure alcoholism; wives and children of inebriates reading advertisements of the Varlex type purchase the worthless nostrums, often with money that can be ill afforded, in the hope of releasing father or husband from the thraldom of alcoholism. Those engaged in the business of selling these alleged cures know full well that there is not one chance in a thousand that the return of the money spent will be demanded; for. in the nature of the case, the victims are unwilling to risk the publicity that such a demand would bring.
Varlex Compound is advertised by the "prescription fakes" method. Under the heading "Home Recipe for the Liquor Habit" the claim is made that a "well-known physician located in the Middle West, who has treated thousands of cases of the liquor habit" gives the following "simple inexpensive prescription that can be given secretly in coffee, milk, water or in the food." The alleged prescription is: The swindler who sells fake mining stock to widows and the hold-up man who makes women and girls his victims rank higher, morally and ethically, than those who would sell worthless nostrums to unfortunate women who grasp, despairingly, at the promise that with the aid of these mixtures they can free their loved ones from the slavery of drink. Kansas City, Mo., is the home of more than one medical humbug but none is more disreputable than that exploited by the Varlex Manufacturing Com pany. -(From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 6, 1915.) EDW A RD J. W OODS Edward J. Woods, 534 Sixth Avenue, New York City, advertises exten sively, on both sides of the Atlantic, to cure alcoholism. Sometimes he uses his own name; sometimes he uses the name, Dr. Mary E. Webb; Boston, Mass. Woods, being nothing if not versatile, also is interested in a cure for bald heads, as well as in a preparation to take the "kinks" out of the hair of those members of the colored race who are dissatisfied with the head covering that Nature provided. His trade name in this latter line of endeavor is the "Koskott Laboratory," which is advertised as being at 1269 Broadway, New York City. The connection between Edward J. Woods, 534 Sixth Avenue, and the Koskott Laboratory, 1269 Broadway, is not evident to those unfamiliar with that part of New York City. As a matter of fact the two addresses are of one place, the building running through from Sixth Avenue to Broadway and having entrances on both streets.
Home Recipe for'
the Liquor Habit W e ll K n o w n P h y s ic ia n W h o H a s T r e a te d T h o u s a n d s o f C a s e s G ives O u t S im p le H o m e R ecip e t o B e G iven S e c re tly .
A w ell k n o w n p h y s ic ia n , lo c a te d in th e M iddle W e s t, w h o h a s tr e a te d th o u s a n d s o f c a se s o i liq u o r h a b it, in a re c e n t in te r v ie w m a d e t h e fo llo w in g s t a t e m e n t : " T h e c o s t o f t h e d ru g s u sed to t r e a t th e liq u o r h a b it in the h ig h p ric e d s a n ita r iu m ; is v e ry little H e r e is a sim ple, in e x p e n s iv e p r e s c rip tio n t h a t c a n b e g iv e n s e c re tly in coffee, m ilk, w a te r o r in t h e food a s u^j a s n o ta s te , c o lo r or sm ell T ty T h is p r e s c r ip tio n is p e rf e c tly h a rm less, c a n be filled a t a n y d ru g s to r e and will b e fo u n d v e ry e ffe c tiv e in the t r e a tm e n t of th e liq u o r h a b it."
T o those who a re not fam iliar w ith N ew Y o rk C ity the connection betw een 1269 B roadw ay (th e ad d ress o f th e K oskott laboratory) a n d 534 S ix th A venue (th e a d d re ss of E dw ard J. W oods) w ould not be evident. A s a m a tte r o f fact, these two addresses re p re se n t one bu ild in g th a t ru n s th ro u g h fro m S ix th A venue to B roadw ay. T h is m ap m akes it clear.
W oods sells not o n ly c u re s fo r baldness, cu res fo r d ru n k enness, cures fo r tobacco habit a n d cures for " k in k y " h a ir in negroes, b u t he also dispenses a lin e of c u re s fo r rheum atism , c atarrh , asthm a, " nervousness" a n d sleeplessness, to say n o th in g of a cu re fo r blushing, " complexion w afers," " w rin k le rem o v ers" an d pile rem edies.
HEAVY DRINKER
Mothers,
»tm. tMcUtn. f'Wa* •<.
MEN WHO DRINK
Lltfuor o r D o r r
Ho\v to Completely Overcome
TOBACCO HABIT
DAYS ICSACCO HA«lf
: J | | p iiÊ Ê sM oe ib
QU ICK B B O W TH O F HAIR
ONE DOLLAR BOX FREE
's a r V r^> '
DR. W EB B -ST O O L -PIG E O N
Should you read Dr. Mary E. Webb's advertisement, you will learn that she appeals particularly to "wives, mothers, sisters, daughters, friends of men who drink liquor or beer." She has, so run her advertisements, a "42 days' free treatment, of Kotalko" which may be "taken in tablets or dissolved in tea, coffee, milk, etc." You are asked to enclose the inevitable ten cents "to pay part cost of advertising and postage." You write for a free treat ment. A letter comes back in skilful imitation of handwriting with certain M a r y e . W E B B . M . I).
•11«. K parts so filled-in as to lead the uninitiated to suppose that it is a personal communication. You are told that Dr. Webb is "interested in your manly letter."
A L E T T E R I S W R IT T E N
The "manly letter" referred to, in at least one instance, was written by a young woman connected with T he Journal office and read as follows:
This was the entire letter and was written, in an evidently feminine hand, but Mary E. Webb, M.D., having, apparently, only one style of letter, replied: " I n view of w h at you w rite about y o u r own case an d th e fact th a t you show such strong ch aracter in y o u r h a n d w ritin g a s well a s y o u r statem en ts, an d particularly a s you have been d rin k in g fo r so m any y ears, I am n o t sen d in g you my K otalko T ablets because you expect a complete cure an d m y tablets w ould not accomplish same in y o u r case. I am , therefore, re tu rn in g y o u r 10 cen ts in stam ps, [T en cents w as n o t sen t, in th is instance, so D r. W ebb a dds th e p o stscrip t: " You failed to send stam ps, so I am not enclosing an y ." ] M r. C.-------------an d I have w ritten ab o u t y o u r case, giv in g my favorable a n d professional report to M r. E dw ard J . W oods, 534 S ix th A venue, N ew Y ork City. H is is th e one a n d only cu re f o r yo u r case a n d it will accomplish th e re s u lt in 72 ho u rs by th e clock.
will feel like a d ifferen t m an entirely. Y ou w ill be a stounded a t th e benefit. I t is th e sam e tre a tm e n t as has cu red m an y noted m en, in clu d in g e x -P resid e n t [H e re follows the nam e o f one of A m erica's g reatest p resid en ts an d best-loved m en] a n d others of b ra in s and ability. Y o u r le tte r reveals you to be a m an who w ill do w onderful w ork when en tire ly cured of th e accu rsed disease." D r. Griffiths' analyses. Griffiths' price fo r analyses cf quack rem edies is $5. And so on, ad nauseam. Sure enough, by the next mail came a letter from Edward J. Woods in imitation typewriting, explaining how perfectly simple it was to cure alcohol addiction with "Wood's Remedies." "My price is $10." Accompanying the letter was a booklet entitled "Confessions of a Former Alcohol Slave," in which Woods describes how he became a drunkard and how he was cured by a "learned doctor." Then it was that Woods conceived the idea of "curing" others as he had been "cured." Hence t'-e mail-order business.
A N A L Y S E S -O F C O U R S E !
It is hardly necessary to say that Woods can produce not only analyses, but also testimonials. Why not? There never yet was a quack but could produce testimonials by the basketful. "Dr." A. B. Griffiths, of London, who calls himself an "analytical and consulting chemist," certifies to the wonderful power of Woods' "specific treatment of alcoholism." Again, we remind our readers that Griffiths' analyses cost one guinea ($5) and that represents their total value. It is worth mentioning, incidentally, that when Woods placed his order for an analysis of his cure for drunkenness he also seems to have called for a similar analysis of his Koskott cure for bald heads. Probably Griffiths offers reductions for analyses when ordered in quantities.
H e re a re a few testim onials em anating from the "lab o rato ry " o f W illa rd H . M orse, M .D ., F .S .S c . (L o n d .). T hey em brace recommend.v.i r ; fo r a n epilepsy cu re, a consum ption cure, a " sight re sto re r" a n d sev eral p ro p rietary hum bugs.
Willard H. Morse, M.D., of Westfield, New Jersey, another "consulting chemist," goes A. B. Griffiths one better and not only praises Woods' nostrum but "guarantees" Woods' "system." Morse, on this side of the Atlantic, and Griffiths on the other side are both members of that serio-comic humbug, the "Society of Science, Letters and Art" of London. Hence they both have the privilege of writing "F.S.Sc. Lond.)" after their names. This privilege costs one guinea but isn't worth it. In addition to the testimonial of "Dr." Griffiths and Dr. Morse, we have equally flattering comments both from Dr. Mary E. Webb, to whom we have already . referred, and from Dr. John L. Corish. Dr. Corish. it may be said, is in the mail-order medical business himself and exploits "Dr. Corish's Okola Method," which is "the original and genuine system for treating eye strain at home."
T H E S L ID IN G S C A L E O F P R IC E S
Like most mail-order quacks, when Woods cannot get full price for his "treatment" he takes less. In this case the price is gradually diminished from $10, until it reaches $1. It might be laid down as axiomatic that those who will persist in wasting their money on mail-order medical fakes should make a practice of waiting six months after receiving the first letter. They will then find that, no matter how much is at first demanded, the price will have been reduced to one-fourth or even to one-twenty-fifth of the original amount.
As was stated at the onset, Woods advertises on both sides of the Atlantic; in fact, his activity in Great Britain seems to be even greater than it is in this country. The chemists of the British Medical Association recently analyzed Woods' nostrums. The complete "treatment" for "curing drunkenness secretly" consists of 60 powders and 68 tablets. The analyses of these are detailed as follows:
"The powders had ah average weight of 9.9 grains, single ones varying from 72 to 11.9 grains. Analysis showed them to contain: _ "No trace of any other substance was found. One tablet would thus con tain 0.2 grain of tartar emetic, and the daily dose of three powders and three tablets would contain 1.65 grains.
"The estimated cost of materials for 60 powders and 68 tablets is about Id." (2 cents.) Although Woods advertises to cure drunkenness in 72 hours, it takes about two weeks to consume all the powders and tablets that are sent as one "treat ment." At the end of that time, the victim is told to order more. " E ven if six m onths a re re q u ire d to accomplish the desired purpose, it is a highly satis factory rew ard fo r th e expense, tim e a n d effort u sed ."
Nor is Woods content to conduct his business at long range. A few weeks ago he was fined $500-the maximum penalty-fer practicing medicine in New York State without a license. His success as a mail-order quack seemed to have led him to believe that he was immune to arrest. Fortunately the New York County Medical Society is active in protecting the public from such humbugs and therefore brought suit against Woods, with the result just stated. Edward J. Woods, then, who is willing to acknowledge that he "was rarely sober in sixteen years," is at present engaged in selling a mixture of tartar emetic and milk sugar under the fraudulent claim that it will cure alcoholism^ in 72 hours. As an accomplice, he has employed a woman physi cian who is a disgrace to her profession-a woman, whose wicked falsehood regarding, and inferential slander of, a dead president makes it easy to classify the concern that stands sponsor for it. By means of lying advertisements and fake analyses, Woods will mulct the wives and children of inebriates on the specious claim that his worthless mixture when secretly given will release the father or husband from the thraldom of alcoholism. Week after week money that in many cases should go to purchase the necessities of life is emptied into the coffers of a man whose past life he admits was a disgrace. Knowing that the chances are not one in a thousand that those who are, in their ignorance, trying secretly to cure members of their immediate family of alcoholism, will be willing to risk the publicity that a demand for the return of their wasted money would bring, Woods calmly continues his nefarious trade unmolested and unafraid.- (From The Journal A. M. A., Feb. 17, 1912, with additions.) [The Boston newspapers for July 13, 1912, reported the arrest of Dr. Mary E. Webb for shoplifting. She pleaded guilty and was fined $20. In addition to acting as stool-pigeon for Woods' disreputable business, Dr. Mary E. Webb has also been quacking it on her own account. She exploited the "Progressive Home Treatment for Deafness" in which two "special remedies" were used, "Aura-alpha" and "Aura-maga."] Woods' Tobacco-Habit "Cure" Humbug In addition to his cure for drunkenness. Woods sells what he calls his "C Treatment" as a cure for the tobacco habit. Like the cure for inebriety, the "C Treatment" is advertised with a certificate of analysis-price $5-issued by that purveyor of fake analyses, "Dr." A. B. Griffiths. His adver tising booklet is made up largely of material known among mail-order medical fakers as "scare stuff." Lurid pictures are drawn of the results of using tobacco and a "schedule" is given that purports to show "some of the bad effects of the use of tobacco." This "schedule" contains over one hundred pathologic conditions ranging from Apoplexy, Brain Disorder, Cancer and Diarrhea through Locomotor Ataxia, Malnutrition and Night Sweats down the alphabet to Tumors, Ulcer of the Stomach, Weakening of the Intellect and Yellow Skin. To indicate his altruistic attitude in the matter he urges the use of his tobacco cure even though he admits that the use of tobacco results in baldness (for which Koskott is recommended) and alcoholism (for which his drunkenness remedies are sold).
Box 302:-The brown tablets in this box contain a brown dye and bitter non-alkaloidal extract, which was not identified but which was probably extract of quassia and milk-sugar. Alkaloids were absent.
Box 303:-Pink-coated tablets containing aloin and strychnin. Box 304:-Brown-coated tablets containing asafetida. Alkaloids were absent. Box 305:-Containing gray tablets consisting of starch, talc, and a trace of an alkaloid, which was not identified. . Box 306:-The gray tablets in this box were found to contain strychnin, iron carbonate and brucine as their chief ingredients.
Box 307:-The two brown-coated tablets in this box contained methylene blue and a little starch.
Box 308:-Large brown tablets which were found to contain calcium car bonate, powdered charcoal and a trace of methyl salicylate.
With the exception of the tablets in Box 305, the findings (which were qualitative only) of the Association's chemists agreed substantially with those of the chemists of the British Medical Association in an analysis made of the Woods Treatment as sold in Great Britain. The British chemists reported that the specimens of tablets No. 305 examined by them, contained reduced iron and a trace of an alkaloid which appeared to be strychnin; the specimen sent out under the same number and examined in the Association's laboratory contained a trace of an unidentified alkaloid but no reduced iron.
This analysis shows that the mental element is expected to play an impor tant part in the Woods "4reatment." The varied colors and shapes of the tablets, the fact that they are to be taken every hour, are sometimes to be chewed, sometimes swallowed and sometimes dissolved makes clear the large part that suggestion is expected to play in the "treatment." The addition of asafetida is also doubtless for its subjective effect while the methylene blue pill is counted on to impress the patient with the idea that the tobacco is being eliminated from the system. " 2. V e ry freq u e n t m ovem ent of the bowels a n d s tr ;: g -; r :r :m excrem ent. I n a day or two th e action o f th e bowels should be re g u la r and h ealthier. " 3. F re q u e n t u rin a tio n and if it is of a green ish color a : tim es it is proof positive th a t my C. S e t of R em edies is elim in atin g th e poisons a n d clearing the kidneys as well as th e bladder. V ery soon th e u rin e sh o u ld be a clear color." Every physician will recognize that the "favorable signs" for which the patient is instructed to watch are in reality nothing mere than the physiologic results of the drugs that are given in the "treatment." "Offensive smelling perspiration" of course follows the ingestion of asafetida: "frequent move ment of the bowels" naturally result from taking purgative pills of phenolphthalein, podophyllum and aloin. A "strong odor from excrements" is also a result of taking asafetida. "Frequent urination" that is "of a greenish color at times" is due to the pills of methylene blue.
All of these tricks are as old as quackery itself but apparently none the less profitable. Every purchaser of the Woods C Treatment-the tobacco cure-is urged to send for the "E Treatment Set" which is said to strengthen the heart, eradicate dyspepsia and "remarkably improve" the kidneys, liver and bladder as well as to "overcome chronic hoarseness." The price of the "E Treatment Set" is $10.
That individuals who have made up their minds to give up the use of tobacco may do so coincidently with the' taking of the Woods Treatment is doubtless true. That the treatment itself has any value as a cure for the tobacco habit, no one who is competent to express an opinion could admit. While not as cruel a humbug as his "cure" for alcoholism, his tobacco habit cure is just as fraudulent and just as worthless. sample o f some o f th e " scare stuff" sen t out by W oods in his endeavor to frig h te n tobacco-users into o rd e rin g his w orthless " c u re .''
The U. S. Government Declares Edward J. W oods, Inc., a Fraud
No longer will the Edward J. Woods fakery, exploiters of fraudulent drink and tobacco habit cures mulct the American public. On Feb. 24, 1921, "the Postmaster-General issued a fraud order against Edward J. Woods, Inc., and its officers and agents as such, at Station F. and 534 Sixth Avenue, and 142 East 32nd Street, New York."
While it is not necessary to give in ary great detail the government's case against Edward J. Woods, Inc., there are some interesting facts brought out by Judge W. H. Lamar, Solicitor for the Post Office Department, in his memorandum to the Postmaster-General recommending the issuance of a fraud order. The Woods concern was called upon, July 12, 1920, to show cause on or before Aug. 10, 1920 . why a fraud order should not be issued against it. A continuance was granted to August 31 and later postponed further to September 9, both delays' being given on the application of W. J. Fallon, a New York lawyer who was counsel for Woods. On September 9, W. J.
Fallon, accompanied by associate counsel I. Lazarus and G. R. Simpson, both of New York, appeared at the office of the solicitor for the Post Office Depart ment for the hearing. Practically all of the government's case was put in on that day and at the conclusion of that day's session the attorneys for Woods requested a further continuance to September 20. This was granted and the taking of testimony in the case was completed on September 20 and 21, Woods being represented on those dates by Messrs. Fallon and Simpson. These gentlemen then asked that they be allowed to appear on October 5 for the purpose of arguing the case and filing any further matter which they might desire to offer. Their request was granted. The lawyers did not appear on that date and the office of W. J. Fallon telephoned the government that Mr. another telephone message was received from Mr. Fallon's office stating that he had been ill and asking a further extension until November 8. This exten sion also, was allowed but Fallon again failed to appear nor did any other person connected with the Woods concern appear in connection with the case at any time.
The government's case dealt exclusively with the alleged cure for the tobacco habit, although, as the fraud order has been issued against Edward J. Woods, Inc., this will have the effect of putting the "drink cure" -out of business also. The solicitor's memorandum calls attention to the fact that Edward J. Woods, Inc., was selling through the mails medicines alleged to be for the cure of the tobacco habit and that business was solicited, as is always the case, by means of advertisements placed in newspapers and other publications. Those who answered the advertisements received a pamphlet alleged to have been written by Edward J. Woods. Of this pamphlet the memorandum says: "The representations contained in this circular matter are obviously designed, first, to create in the mind of the reader fear of the disastrous effects of the tobacco habit, and thereby stimulate demand for the Woods remedies, and, second, to induce the reader to believe that he should not rely upon his own will power to stop the habit, but should purchase the Woods treatments."
In addition to the pamphlets there were leaflets. Thus the memorandum: "Accompanying the circular matter containing the foregoing representa tions are leaflets containing large cuts depicting so-called 'hypothetical cases' showing the dire results following the use of tobacco. One picture is headed 'Almost Deliberately Committing Suicide' and shows a physician bandaging a man's leg. Another picture is headed 'Failing Eyesight and Blindness Due to Tobacco.' Another shows 'How Terrible Diseases Are Spread,' with an alleged scene in a tobacco factory. One picture shows a man in the midst of his family suddenly gone insane, and is headed 'He Was an Inveterate Cigarette Smoker.' Another picture shows a death bed scene, under which is printed 'Why He Died Forty Years Too Soon.' "The evidence shows that while the immoderate use of tobacco aggra vates some of the conditions referred to above, the foregoing representa tions with respect to the harmful effects directly attributable to the immoderate use of tobacco are false. It is deemed unnecessary to set forth in detail all of the testimony with respect to the foregoing repre sentations. However, it may be stated that the experts who testified on W O ODS' VIGOR TABULES AJPoIcnMal^^Sale^^Goarffltccd^^cllable^^IIghlj^Satlslj^^gJn^^oratlv^JlarDedŴ oods* Vítor TfttriM aro for «tlmulattDg *tr**gth aad rigor. T tey aro b-*¿d*I la ro rid a «**k*»*¿ ««KfitWoa of tbo ba«*a sratria »tero Ib* r» .jl|. of •*<«•**, In tbo o v of to W re aad alroboi, drag U l i l f or octee for»« o f iaJ>orret <>. te«« «aa^froUd tae morire*. Ttey aro reroen mended particularly for tbe following dioordor«: .
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behalf of the respondent agreed with those produced by the Government as to the falsity of the statements to the effect that 'if a comparatively small quantity of tobacco were swallowed by a person, there would probably be terrible agony followed by death,' and that syphilis and cancer are 'contracted chiefly through smoking pipes which have been in the mouths of others, etc.,' and the 'nicotin-poisoned fathers' may transmit 'symptoms of tobacco poisoning' to their offspring. It was pointed out by one of the experts who testified for the Government that tobacco is an antiseptic and that the germ of syphilis cannot live in ordinary room temperature.
"All of this literature is written in the first person and purports to have been written by E. J. Woods, himself. In one of the circulars appears a 'sworn affidavit' by E. J. Woods, who 'states that he personally receives and handles primarily the correspondence of Edward J. Woods, Inc.' The literature is so drawn as to lead the reader to believe that Woods, him self, was formerly a 'heavy smoker' and that he cured himself of the 'tobacco curse.' However, the evidence shows that Woods is a tobacco smoker." Throughout the advertising matter sent out by the Woods concern the impression is left that Woods himself is the discoverer of these remedies. But as Judge Lamar points out: "In this connection the evidence shows that Woods, who is not a phy sician, was for a number of years employed as a nurse in the alcoholic ward of St. Vincent's Hospital, Xew York, New York; that he does not know whether these remedies are efficacious and that he consulted with Dr. John L. Corish in getting up the formulas. Dr. Corish, a witness for the respondent at the hearing, testified that he furnished the formulas for these medicines."
In this connection it is worth reminding the reader that Corish is the quack whose name was used by the Okola Laboratory fraud that was put out of business by the federal authorities in February, 1914. This fraud was exposed in T he J ournal, May 9, 1914, and the entire matter is reprinted in the pamphlet "Medical Mail-Order Frauds."
Throughout the circular matter sent out by the Woods concern, it was repeatedly asserted that a person cannot and should not by the exercise of his will power, stop the tobacco habit, and the victim was led to believe that the Woods medicines contain some drug which would inhibit the craving for tobacco. Of course, the treatment contained no drug or combination of drugs which do any such thing. The memorandum continues:
"When five dollars is sent for the 'C Treatment Set' a package con taining several boxes of different colored pills and tablets, numbered from 301 to 308 inclusive, and a leaflet containing 'Directions for Taking the Woods C Treatment Set' is sent. This leaflet contains a so-called 'Mono graph' signed 'Experienced Physician,' who, the evidence shows, is Dr. Corish, in which the patient is advised that if he can not win with the Woods C Treatment Set, it is his 'own fault' and that 'after the splendid aid given by the Woods C Treatment, any man who says he has not the moral courage to control himself surely ought to hang his head in shame.' The 'Experienced Physician' then prescribes seven 'Health Rules,' and the patient is advised that 'if you find that the cathartic effect is more than you can bear, you can omit one dose of No. 303. , . ."
Following this "Monograph" appears "Health Rule No. 8," which is printed in italics and reads as follows:
"N o tobacco o f a n y k in d is to be used d u rin g the three days that th e C S e t o f R em edies is being taken. U se no tobacco a fte r yo u have ta k e n th e first (N o . 301) tablet a t 7 p . m . o f the day th a t y o u begin."
"Before he parts with his money the patient is led to believe that he will secure a treatment which contains some drug which will stop the craving or inhibit the desire for tobacco from the time he begins taking it. He is repeatedly told that he can not and will not stop the use of tobacco himself. Yet, when he parts with his money and receives the 'treatment' he is for the first time told that he must use no tobacco after he has taken the first tablet. All of the experts who testified at the hearing before this office, including Dr. Corish, who wrote the formulas, agreed that this rule is the most impor tant feature of -the 'treatment.' Unless the patient himself stops the use of tobacco, the 'treatment' is worthless. On the other hand, if the habitué will stop the use of tobacco, he can 'cure' himself without the aid of drugs.
"The patient is also advised in the above mentioned leaflet that 'the best time to begin-for most persons-is on a Friday evening.' "A witness who took the 'treatment' and followed all of the directions, in testifying for the government stated that the only effects he noticed from the 'treatment' was its 'extremely vigorous' cathartic action and a 'marked diuretic action.' He stated that he had 'the desire, the craving' for tobacco from the beginning to the end of the 'treatment,' and 'as the time proceeded it got stronger.' The fact that the 'treatment' is recommended for the week end would indicate that the promoters realize that, owing to its cathartic effect, it can not be followed in all cases without loss of time, as they so unqualifiedly state in the literature offering the 'treatment' for sale."
The composition of the various pills and tablets in the "C Set" is given in the memorandum as follows :
Regarding the methylene blue and asafetida tablets, Judge Lamar reports : "The methylene blue contained in Xo. 307 of the 'C Set' adds a greenish blue color to the urine. The asafetida in No. 304 makes the excrement very malodorous. The effects mentioned naturally follow, in all cases, the use of those drugs whether or not the patient uses tobacco. It was brought out at the hearing that formerly the patient on being sent the remedy was told to watch for 'favorable signs,' such as bluish green urine and malodorous excrement, which would indicate that the nicotin poison was being elimi nated from the system. The 'directions' now being sent out with the 'treatment' contain no admonition to 'watch for favorable signs,' but the ingredients which manufacture those 'signs' are still retained in the 'treat ment,' the patient being left to discover the 'signs' himself. The use of these trick ingredients indicates that the originators and promoters of this so-called 'treatment' realize the worthlessness of the drugs employed.
"Counsel for the respondent stated at the hearing that the 'Woods CC Set' for the treatment of tobacco habit secretly was discontinued several month before the citation was issued." The case against these quacks is summed up in the closing paragraph of the memorandum : "The evidence shows that none of these so-called 'treatments' contain any drug or combination of drugs which will create an 'abhorrence' or 'asso ciated distaste' for tobacco, and that the principal feature of the 'C' and 'CCC' 'treatments' is the direction to stop the use of tobacco. In effect the patient pays his five dollars to be told to quit tobacco.
"The postmaster at New York. New York, reports that this concern receives on an average of two hundred letters a day.
"I find that this is a scheme for obtaining money through the mails by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises, and therefore recommend that a fraud order be issued against the name set forth in the caption of this memorandum."-(Modified from The Journal A. M. A., March 19, 1921.) SOME BRIEFER PARAGRAPHS Antialkoholin Drink Cure.-According to a report published in the Phar maceutical Journal and Pharmacist, May 9, 1914, "nothing but milk sugar could be identified in this remedy."
Antidipso.-This alleged cure for the drink habit was sold by a London con cern and was analyzed by the chemists of the British. Medical Association. The "cure" consisted of two powders, white and colored, respectively. The white powders were found on analysis to contain about one-fourth potassium bromid, and three-fourths milk sugar; while the colored powders contained one-third potassium bromid, and two-thirds milk sugar.
Carney 'Common Sense Opiate Cure.-This preparation was analyzed by the Massachusetts State Board of Health, which reported in 1907 that the stuff was a series of solutions containing various quantities of morphin.
Coho Drink Cure.-This preparation, according to the Pharmaceutical Jour nal and Pharmacist, May 9, 1914, "is said to be a weak alcoholic solution flavored with essential oils, among which caraway and cinnamon could be recognized by odor." Coza Powder.-This preparation, sold from London, England, as a cure for drunkenness, was analyzed by the chemists of the British Medical Association, who reported that it consisted of baking soda 90 parts, powdered cinnamon 5 parts, powdered cumin 5 parts.
Dipsocure.-This is another "drink cure" that was analyzed by the chemists of the British Medical Association. It consisted of two powders, brown and white. They were identical in composition except for a small amount of coloring matter, and analysis showed them to contain acetanilid 6 parts, potassium bromid 35 parts, milk sugar 59 parts.
Easy-To-Quit.-This product seems to have been put out by the Rogers Drug 6 Chemical Co., Cincinnati, O. According to a special bulletin issued by the North Dakota authorities in December, 1916, the preparation was found to con sist of vegetable tissue and. a crystallized substance, mainly milk sugar. It also was alleged to have given a reaction for apomorphin but the sample was too small for a positive test.
Elders' Celebrated Tobacco Specific.-H. W. Elders of St. Joseph, Mo., shipped into the state of Michigan a quantity of a drug preparation having the name given above and under claims that were in part as follows:
" C ures Sm oking, C hew ing, C ig arette and S n u ff D ipping H a b its in th re e to five days." " I t is as C ertain in its C u re as a re T ax es an d D e ath su re to all." " O ld est, C heapest, B est. -T h o u sa n d s so te stify ." " A positive cu re fo r th e 'Tobacco H e art.' " " C ontains no in ju rio u s d ru g s o r in g re d ie n ts."
Tobacco Habit Quickly Conquered
Dr. Elder»' Tobacco Boon BonUhci All Formi of Tobncco riabit In 72 to 120 Hour».
G u a r a n t e e d p o s i t i v e l y t o b e a n a r m io s s . s w if t a n d p o r m a n o n t Analysis by the government chemists showed that the tablets consisted essentially of cocain derivatives, strychnin and cinchona alkaloids. The cocain, strychnin and cin chona alkaloids amounted to about 3 /io of 1 per cent. The remainder of the tablets con sisted of sugar and starch with a small amount of ginger, the whole being flavored with artificial oil of wintergreen. As the tablets were not a specific for the tobacco habit and as it did contain "injurious drugs or ingredients," the product' was declared misbranded. Elders pleaded guilty and was fined $100 and costs. lhe three aay tobacco remedy succeeds where all others fail." According to the North Dakota chemists^Te preparation consisted of two products, a liquid which was found to beessentiaUy5 a water-solution of 1 per cent, of silver nitrate and some tablets which appeared to be essentially starch with piperm (irom pepper) and nux vomica.
. . Matchette's Indian Tobacco Antidote.-This preparatiion f ™ * * 0* * the North Dakota chemists (1910) was essentially a mixture of bitter ug . Normyl Treatment-This preparation for alcoholism, alleged to be a d*s" covery of a Canadian, was first exploited m the British Isles and later cam to this country. The chemists of the British Medical Association analyzed it. and reported that the "full course" consisted of 24 days' medicine, supplied » 24 bottles. Their analysis showed the stuff to contain 75.5 per cent, alcohol, an S d consisting principally of strychnin with a little hruc.n, the amount corresponding to about 38 minims of tincture of nux vomica to each bottle There was also found a non-alkaloidal bitter principle which, apparently was picrotoxin. In Great Britain the stuff, because of the presence of strychnin, had to be labeled "Poison" in accordance with the Pharmacy Act.
Orrine.-This alleged cure for the alcohol habit was sold in two forms, one to be given secretly, and the other to be taken voluntarily
Orrine No 1 has been analyzed by various state chemists. The Connecticut report for 1914 declared that the stuff contained over 84 per cent, of milk sugar, 15 per cent, ammonium chlorid, and V2 of 1 per cent, gold chlorid.
Plummer's Tobacco C ure. St. James Society Drug C ure.-The St. James Society of N e w jo r k G ty sold a morphin mixture to morphin habitués, under the guise of a cure. _ _lts method was to send its poor dupes a series of bottles labeled 1 to 10, containing a mixture of morphin and alcohol. The Bureau of Chemistry of the Department of Agriculture, U. S. Government, declared two of the shipments made by this concern misbranded under the Food and Drugs Act in that the amount of morphin and alcohol found in the preparation was different from that stated on the label. The St. James Society pleaded guilty and was fined $25.- [Notice of Judgment No. 1291; issued April 4, 1912.] Starnes Drug-Habit Cure.-W. A. Starnes, Atlanta, Ga., shipped a number of bottles of a preparation supposed to be a cure for the drug habit. Analysis • disclosed the presence of morphin, and as there was no statement to that effect, the product was declared misbranded. The defendant pleaded guilty and was fined- [Notice of Judgment No. 694; issued Dec. 17, 1910.] Teetolia Treatment.-This nostrum for the alleged cure of alcoholism was put out by the Teetolia Treatment Association of London, England. The "treatment" cost one guinea (about $5, normal rate of exchange) and consisted of a little over 2 ounces of a liquid. The preparation was analyzed by the chemists of the British Medical Association, who reported that it contained over 29 per cent, by volume of alcohol, and 2.3 per cent, of alkaloid, principally quinin.
Temperancia Association Treatment.-This was an alleged treatment for alcoholism put out by the Temperancia Association of London, England. The "treatment" came in two forms : a liquid, to be used in voluntary self-treatment, and some powder in capsules to be used when the treatment was given secretly, that is without the patient's knowledge. The cost of either treatment was two guineas (about $10, normal rate of exchange). The British Medical Association had the so-called secret treatment analyzed. Their chemists reported (in 1912) that the capsules contained a light brown powder, varying in amount in different capsules from 5 grains to about 9V2 grains. Analysis showed this powder to consist of powdered cinchona, milk sugar arc magnesium carbonate. The estimated cost of the powders comprising one complete treatment, selling for $10, was 1 penny (2 cents).
To-Bacco-No.-This preparation was dealt with in the Michigan Food and Drug Monthly, published by the state authorities. July. 1920. According to this publication the product was put out by the To-Baccc -X Laboratory of Detroit, Mich., and was recommended as a sure remedy for cigarette and tobacco habit. The report states that the preparation "was examined in the State Food and Drug Laboratories and found to contain silver nitrate, licorice and water." Tobacco Redeemer.-One broken package of Tobacco Redeemer, manufac tured by the Newell Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, was sent to the Chemical Laboratory for examination. The package contained two boxes. Qualitative tests indicated the following:
The larger box contained dark brown tablets bearing the letters "N.N." These tablets were quite bitter and the taste of licorice was very pronounced. A small amount of alkaloids was present but did not respond to tests for strych nin, quinin, caffein, or mydriatic alkaloids. The tablets probably contain licorice and a bitter drug such as gentian as constituents. The smaller box was labeled "Tonic Tablets." This box, as received, contained five tablets. These had a red coating easily removed by water, and also a covering of calcium carbonate, inside of which was a brown mass very bitter in taste. This inner substance responded to tests for aloes or other emodin-bearing drug and strychnin. Owing to the limited amount of material other tests were not made{From the Annual Reports of the A . M. A . Chemical Laboratory, 1915.) Tucker's Drug-Habit Cure.-W. J. Tucker, Atlanta, Ga., shipped a quantity of a drug product, alleged to be a cure for the drug-habit, to the District of Columbia. The stuff was analyzed by the government chemists and found to contain both alcohol and morphin. As the presence of neither of these sub stances was stated on the label, the preparation was declared misbranded. Tucker pleaded guilty and a fine was imposed.- [Notice of Judgment No. 693; issued Dec. 17, 1910.] Weatherby's Opium Antidote.-This preparation was reported by the Idaho state chemists in 1912 to contain lVz grains of morphin to each 100 c.c.
White Ribbon Remedy.-This alleged cure for alcoholism came in the form of powders, 12 to a box, price $1. The state chemists of Connecticut analyzed the preparation in 1914, and found it to contain about 95 per cent, milk sugar, and about 5 per cent, ammonium chlorid. At this rate it would be necessary for the patient to take 18 powders, costing $1.50, to obtain an ordinary dose of ammonium chlorid.
Winder Drug Habit Cure.-In May, 1911, E. B. Meeks, doing business as the Dr. Winder Drug Co., Chicago, shipped a quantity of a drug product for the alleged cure of the morphin habit, which the federal authorities declared misbranded. The "cure" consisted of a bottle of liquid and four powders. 
